
Grey Friars 
Architectural Features - 
       1a Ground Floor 
 
We are pleased to be able to publish this resource sharing 
the design and craftsmanship of the Georgian period in 
evidence at Grey Friars. Joan Gurney and photographer 
Chris Farndell explore some of the many valuable 
features in these three documents. Our project team very 
much appreciate the support and co-operation of the 
Hotel owners, management and staff in sharing this 
valuable example of Colchester’s architectural heritage. 
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Garden room (room 3 in college days)  
bow window looking out towards  

the terrace. 
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Garden room fireplace  
with marble surround  

featuring fine relief carvings. 
 

 
3 - Right hand relief figure – Euterpe –  

goddess muse of lyric poetry,  
often portrayed playing a flute. 

 

 
4 - Left hand figure in relief either Terpsichore 

(muse of lyric poetry and dance) or  
Erato (muse of erotic poetry and mime). 

Both were often depicted playing the lyre. 
 

 
5 - Central figure in relief - Andromeda  

In Greek mythology, Andromeda is the daughter of the 
Aethiopian king Cepheus and his wife Cassiopeia. When 
Cassiopeia's hubris leads her to boast that Andromeda is 
more beautiful than the Nereids, Poseidon sends a sea 
monster, Cetus, to ravage Aethiopia as divine punishment. 
Andromeda is stripped and chained naked to a rock as a 
sacrifice to sate the monster, but is saved from death by 
Perseus. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aethiopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cepheus,_King_of_Aethiopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cassiopeia_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nereids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poseidon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_monster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_monster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cetus_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseus
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Garden Room - capital of pilaster  
on the bow window 
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Garden Room - capital on pilaster  
on door surround leading to inner hall 
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Garden Room - central medallion  
above doorway to inner hall 
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Garden Room - part of door fame frieze  
on doorway to the inner hall 
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Garden Room - looking towards front door 
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Main staircase from inner hall 
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Corridor leading from inner lobby to main hall, 
with white marble floor covering the former 

mosaic floor 
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Hall (former convent school chapel)  
looking towards stained glass windows 
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Hall – alcove (now mirrored) between stained 
glass windows with JMJ (Jesus, Mary, Joseph)  

in centre of both. 
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Coffered ceiling over stage in hall. 
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The hall – behind the bar area, looking towards 
the door leading into the former convent 

school’s confessional box. 
 

 
Below: the leaded glass windows behind the panels of the 

door to the former confessional box. 
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Inside of front door (wide enough  
to take a sedan chair?) 

 

 
18   

Tracery window above front door 
 

Below: Original name in central pane  
of tracery window 

 

 
 
 

 


